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Fast charged-coupled device spectrometry using zoom-wavelength optics
P. G. Carolan, N. J. Conway,a) C. A. Bunting, P. Leahy,b) R. O’Connell,a) R. Huxford,
C. R. Negus, and P. D. Wilcock
UKAEA Fusion, UKAEA/EURATOM Association, Culham Laboratory, Abingdon, Oxon, OX14 3DB,
United Kingdom

~Presented on 16 May 1996!

Fast charge-coupled device~CCD! detector arrays placed at the output of visible spectrometers are
used for multichord Doppler shift analyses on theCOMPASS-D and START tokamaks. Unequal
magnification in the horizontal and vertical axes allows for optimal matching of throughput and
spectral resolution at the CCD detector. This involves cylindrical lenses in an anamorphic mounting.
Optical acuity is preserved over a very wide range of wavelengths~220 nm→700 nm! by separate
repositioning of all the optical elements which is accomplished by the use of zoom mechanisms.
This facilitates rapid changes of wavelength allowing edge and core observations depending on the
location of the emitting impurity ions. Changes to the ion temperature and velocity are recorded
using 20 chords simultaneously with typical accuracies ofDv i,1 km s21 andDTi /Ti,10% with a
time resolution of,1 ms. © 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S0034-6748~97!71501-6#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Changes to the ion pressure gradients and velocities
tokamak plasma can occur over small extents in the sp
and temporal domains. These phenomena are often as
ated with the transition from low to high confinement r
gimes~i.e., L- to H-mode transitions!,1–4 MHD mode lock-
ing from magnetic field errors,5–8 and magnetic island
growth and rotation.9

Plasma impurity velocities and temperatures have b
measured, using Doppler spectroscopy, on the COMPAS
and START tokamaks with 20 chords simultaneously. Th
systems use 1 m grating spectrometers and fast CCD det
tors that have high quantum efficiencies over a wide spec
range~e.g., 25% at 200 nm and 70% at 600 nm!. The CCD
row clock-down-time is short enough~0.3 and 0.6ms! to
obviate optical gating and also allows a large number
chords to be viewed without significant vertical smeari
~i.e., interchord cross talk!. The collected light is relayed to
the spectrometers via 400mm diameter fibers up to 20 m in
length. To optimize the throughput, these are grouped in
umns of four fibers for each chord and imaged onto an a
of slits at the spectrometer. Photon collection efficiency
further maximized by~i! minimizing the number of lens el
ements and~ii ! providing the different magnifications re
quired for imaging and spectral dispersion. Cylindric
lenses are incorporated in the lens between the spectrom
and the CCD to provide this unequal magnification.

II. DESCRIPTION OF APPARATUS

A. CCD detector

For photon detection, we use a pair of fast tw
dimensional CCD detector arrays:~i! 2983576 ~horizontal
3vertical! active elements, 22.5mm322.5 mm, with a 0.3
ms row shift time, and~ii ! 3853288 active elements, 22
mm322 mm, with a 0.6ms row shift time, which are abou

a!Present address: University College Dublin, Republic of Ireland.
b!Present address: University College Cork, Republic of Ireland.
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an order of magnitude faster than typical cameras. The C
sensors have fluorescent coatings which extend the UV
sitivity to about 200 nm and are Peltier cooled to reduce
dark current and to increase the effective dynamic ran
Several rows are illuminated for each spectrum. These
vertically compressed, or binned, into single rows and sto
in masked region of the chip while, a discharge is
progress. This allows for fast spectrum recording~&1 ms!
and is very convenient for plasmas of relatively short du
tion ~i.e.,&1 s!. Since each row in the storage area reco
spectra from five slits, in the present arrangement, betw
;1400 and;2800 spectra, depending on which camera
used, can be recorded in this way. Optical gating is not
quired because the fast CCD row charge transfer time all
the detected charges to be swept through the illumina
CCD elements fast enough so that the extra signal gath
is insignificant. This is a considerable advantage as mech
cal optical gates are too slow and using a photocatho
based image intensifier carries a severe penalty with its o
of magnitude lower quantum efficiency. The binned CC
element charges are amplified and digitized only after
discharge is over and stored locally in the data acquisit
PC and then transferred to a mainframe for later analy
The PC is also used for spectrometer alignment and cali
tions even while an experimental program is in progress

B. Optics and spectrometer

1. Collection optics and fibers

A modular collection lens was designed using off-th
shelf lens elements, all from UV grade quartz. Conventio
achromatic optics are inappropriate because of the s
wavelengths and the further demands of large aperture
the wide spectral range required. Since the spectral ba
widths from the Doppler shifts are relatively narrow, simp
lenses of a single material can be used. Changes in the
tral wavelength are accommodated by repositioning the l
elements. This mechanical requirement is similar to that u
in conventional variable focal length camera lenses. Suc
zoom lens mechanism, as illustrated in Fig. 1, provides
1015/4/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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necessary lens movements while retaining the other op
properties ~viz. telecentricity, flat image plane, consta
chord view angles and magnification!. ~This zoom adaptation
is also used for the input lens to the spectrometer and
output coupling lens to the CCD detector array.! The collec-
tion lens is composed of three elements, cf. Fig. 1, and p
vides 15° field-of-view and a flat image plane for obje
distances from 0.5 m→1.5 m.

The f /2 output and telecentric imaging are ideal for t
coupling to the fiber bundles. These are arranged in gro
of four 400mm diameter quartz fibers which are separat
mounted in metal holders at the collection optics and sp
trometer, giving up to ten viewing chords. The angle of ea
of the lines-of-sight illuminating the fiber bundles is mai
tained as the zoom mechanism is adjusted for the de
range of wavelengths~220 nm→700 nm!.

Examples of the measured relative responses of the
bundles are shown for one of the collection lenses in Fig
for a particular wavelength~636 nm!. The very modest fall-
off in response at the edges is due to slight vignetting. T
compactness of the collection lens design~30 mm in diam-
eter! allows the complete lens assembly to be used for
various views available onCOMPASS-DandSTART. By keep-
ing the fiber lengths as short as possible we can ac
shorter wavelengths, viz. 7 m onSTART allows observation of
heliumlike carbonfive~227 nm! and B31 ~282 nm! while the
20 m onCOMPASS-Dgives a correspondingly longer wave
length cutoff where only the heliumlike boron can be use

2. Spectrometer

Visible spectrometers~Hilger Analytical; f /10, 1 m focal
length, Czerny–Turner mount! are used to disperse the spe
tra using a variety of gratings~e.g., 2400 g/mm holographic
2160 g/mm blazed for 500 nm andechellegratings with 79
g/mm6 and 316 g/mm10!. To date the greatest number
chords is from theSTART experiment, to exploit the diagnos
tic features associated with the neutral beam~NB! ~i.e.,

FIG. 1. Collection lens with short and long wavelength settings. When
zoom-wavelength barrel is rotated it moves the lenses by distances d
mined by the pitch of the cams on the lens tubes.
1016 Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 68, No. 1, January 1997
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charge exchange recombination spectroscopy~CXRS! and
beam emission spectroscopy~BES!. Light from 20 views of
the START plasma illuminates a 435 array of slits~typically
400mm wide!, laser cut into a metal foil, at the input of the
spectrometer preceded by image and aperture optimizing o
tics. The foil is mounted on a movable alignment carriage.

The grating ruling density is chosen to fulfil satisfacto-
rily the conflicting requirements. First of all it is desirable to
observe the maximum number of detected spectra witho
spectral overlap, or interchord cross-talk. This requires a lo
dispersion grating. On the other hand optimizing theetendu,
or time resolution, and the spectral, or velocity, resolution
requires high dispersion. Another complicating factor is th
large spectral range required which limits the ruling densit
and necessitates either a flat spectral response, say from
holographic grating, or to use a blazed grating in differen
orders.

The criteria chosen were for up to 20 detected lines-o
sight and typical accuracies of 10%→20% in ion tempera-
ture and 1 km s21 in ion velocities both with;1 ms time
resolution. The photon fluxes were based on measured li
intensities from resident impurities, primarily emitting at the
outer regions, and central ion temperatures and line inten
ties expected from charge exchange transitions using a 10
40 kV neutral beam at typical densities inSTART and a 1 Å
60 kV diagnostic neutral beam inCOMPASS-D. The spectral
response functions, corresponding to each of the slits, a
measured with the completely installed system, from the co
lection lens to the CCD. Narrow emission lines from a spec
tral lamp ~e.g., nickel, mercury! are used to illuminate the
collection lens with a wavelength close to the plasma line o
interest. Instrument functions from all the slits are obtained
which automatically caters for spectrometer focusing effec
and aberrations, for slit profiles including the detailed imag
ing of the fibers at the slits. These instrument functions a
used in unfolding the data in terms of ion temperature an
velocity and the line intensities from convolved best fits to
the recorded spectra.

3. Input and output spectrometer optics

The input optics and output optics were designed as pa
of a complete system, including the spectrometer and th
CCD detector array, to optimize the optical acuity, light col

FIG. 2. Relative response curves of the ten fiber bundles, 43400mm diam-
eter, from one of thef /2 15° field-of-view collection lenses.
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lection power and matching of image magnification on t
CCD to satisfy the demands of multichord observation a
the spectral separation and resolution requirements. From
measured angular dependence of the fiber output light brig
ness, a modest factor of 2 magnification of fibers~400 mm
diameter! to the input slits~typically, 400mm wide! is suffi-
cient for efficient light gathering by the spectrometer~;f /
10!, even though onlyf /5 aperture of the fiber emission i
used. This magnification also allows several rows of fib
bundles to be imaged through the spectrometer to the C
The lens elements of both the input and output optics len
were custom designed and use the minimum number of
ments to minimize reflection losses. This is important as
wavelength range required precludes the use of antireflec
coatings.

To image the spectra onto the CCD sensor, an anam
phic lens system is used to change the aspect ratio of
image by;1.5, i.e., a demagnification of 3 in height and 2
length ~i.e., in the spectrum dispersion direction!. ~The sys-
tem was also slightly astigmatic to correct the astigmatism
the spectrometer and so reduce the up–down cross-tal
the spectral rows.! The unequal demagnification also, effe
tively, increases theetenduof the system, while maintaining
high spectral resolution. We choose that the image width
each slit ~;200 mm! should be of the same order as th
typical Doppler width rather than the convention of bein
much smaller. This is to increase the photon statistics a
results in generally superior accuracy in determining t
spectral width and position and is particularly efficacio
when the spectral instrument functions have sharp lead
and falling edges as indicated by Monte Carlo simulations
the photon statistics. The same philosophy, as used in
collection lens, of using one material lens elements and
lying on zoom-wavelength mechanisms is also used for b

FIG. 3. Anamorphic lens that couples the dispersed spectra to the C
detector array. Cylindrical lens elements are used to achieve the une
vertical and horizontal~spectral! magnification. A zoom-wavelength system
is also incorporated.
Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 68, No. 1, January 1997
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optical systems, one of which is illustrated in Fig. 3. The us
of these zoom-wavelength systems throughout allows rap
changes of the operating wavelengths providing maximal us
of the spectrometers. However, greater care has to be ex
cised in the positioning of the spectrometer lens element
Changes to the optical acuity, especially in the coupling op
tics from the spectrometer to CCD, alter the spectral instru
ment functions, particularly affecting the unfolding of spec-
tral widths. For example, an error of60.25 mm in the zoom
barrel position~50 mm diameter! would be reflected in tem-
perature errors of;35 eV at 300 nm and;10 eV at 600 nm
for an oxygen impurity line. These errors are for the imag
positions suffering the greatest defocusing.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To illustrate the use of the versatility of the instrument
design both in terms of wavelengths and observable plasm
phenomena, we show results from theCOMPASS-DandSTART
devices in the presence of magnetic islands and the injectio
of a heating neutral beam, respectively.

D
ual

FIG. 4. Comparison of Doppler B31 ~282 nm! Vf velocities from four
chords onCOMPASS-Dand the MHD radial magnetic field,br , waveform in
the presence of a magnetic island.

FIG. 5. The data from one of the chords and thebr waveform in Fig. 4 are
here compared in terms of toroidal frequency.
1017Plasma diagnostics
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A fan of views in the equatorial plane ofCOMPASS-Dis
used to monitor the toroidal ion velocities and temperatu
in this case of the B31 ions which radiate a few cm in from
the periphery. In Fig. 4 the toroidal rotation from four of th
chords is compared with the radial magnetic field pertur
tion associated with the growth of a magnetic island and
changes in velocity.9 ~The error bars on these data have be
estimated using a Monte Carlo simulation method for gen
ating sample spectra, which are then fitted in the normal w
From the fits, the scatter on the fitted velocity may be cal
lated. Here the typical velocity error bar~23s! is 60.9 km
s21.! The correlation between the toroidal velocity and MH
effects can be seen more readily when both are express
terms of toroidal frequency as shown in Fig. 5 using just o

FIG. 6. Doppler shifted Ha spectrum arising from theE0, E0/2, andE0/3
energy components measured from the neutral beam atoms on theSTART

device.
1018 Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 68, No. 1, January 1997
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of the lines-of-sight. Apart from a factor of;2 difference
between the two frequencies, previously observed in sim
locked MHD mode experiments,7,8 the two track each othe
quite well with a slightly longer decay time from the ion
probably due to a combination of viscous forces5 and fric-
tional effects between impurity ions and the other particle

A 30° fan of 20 viewing chords in the equatorial plane
theSTART device similarly monitors temperature and veloc
distributions of a spectrally selected impurity ionizatio
state. The spectrometer can also be used to monitor the
tral beam energy components from relatively long wav
lengths, Ha ~656 nm!, and an example is shown in Fig.
exhibiting three spectral peaks from the separate ene
components in the beam. These results are used to opti
the beam characteristics.
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